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EASY PRIORITIES

5. Open your heart and mind when you scan your list. You may not be
stellar at an activity, but it could feel really inspiring when you do it.

W O R K S H E E T

And you might think that an activity is perhaps “beneath” you, yet

1. What actually needs to get done in your life and livelihood? As

these strengths and interests? Coaching, classes, courses,

in, must happen in order for things to basically run smoothly.

2. What’s your competency level for each activity? Lame, sufficient,
great, brilliant? (This is not about whether you enjoy it, or whether
you need to be the one to execute it.)

3. Out of your list of “needs to get done,” which of those activities
actually makes you feel strengthened, vitalized, and more alive
when you do them?

4. Out of the list of “needs to get done,” which of those activities
doesn’t really light your fire, or outright annoys you?

you feel strengthened when you do it. What can you do to develop
training, attending events, reading books, connecting with people,
pursuing mentors, setting aside sacred time?

6. What three actions will you take this week to condition and nourish
your true strengths?

7. What three actions will you take this week to decrease your time
spent on activities that drag you down and don’t feed your true
strengths?

CORE DESIRED FEELINGS

PAT T E R N R E C O G N I T I O N

W O R K S H E E T

out loud if you’re inclined. Sleep on it. Take it for a walk. What jumps

Study your list of desired feelings. Read it over a few times. Read it
out at you, feels warm, feels yes!, feels really important and valuable?

feelings: sensations; emotions; inner states; consciousness; inner

Identify the words or concepts that really turn you on.

world.

The objective of this exercise is to narrow down your list to three

goal: everything you work toward; the objective of your strategy; the

to five desired feelings. Whittle it down; make some tough choices.

whole point.

Having a tough time chooseing between, say, creative and artistic, or
strong and powerful? Try this: Look up the definitions of words. Each
word is its own planet, and knowing the actual definition and origin can

FEELING

be instantly illuminating.

How do you want to feel in your life?

Repetitive questioning. This is a potentially annoying, galvanizing little

Do a stream- of- consciousness riff: concepts, words, feelings, images.

mind trick: Keep asking yourself how a feeling feels. Get underneath its

This is about optimal, positive, nourishing, and good— very good— feelings.

skin. Like this:

Put them all on paper. Let a tsunami of desire flood you. Invest in yourself.
Want what you want. Go.

So, what does confidence feel like?
(Answer with the first thing that comes to mind.)

PAT T E R N R E C O G N I T I O N

“It feels like winning.”

Study your list of desired feelings. Read it over a few times. Read it out

What does confidence feel like?

loud if you’re inclined. Sleep on it. Take it for a walk. What jumps out at

“It feels like being certain.”

you, feels warm, feels yes!, feels really important and valuable? Identify
the words or concepts that really turn you on.

What does confidence feel like?

The objective of this exercise is to narrow down your list to three to

“It feels like . . . clarity.”

five desired feelings. Whittle it down; make some tough choices. Having
a tough time choosing between, say, creative and artistic, or strong and

Bingo. What you really desire to feel is clarity.

powerful? Try this: Look up the definitions of words. Each word is its
own planet, and knowing the actual definition and origin can be instantly
illuminating.
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Write each word you’re considering on its own sticky note, even if
it’s ten words. Stick them on the fridge for a day, or around your computer monitor, and see how they make you feel. You’ll start to see how
confidence is really summed up with the word strong, or how beautiful,
classy, and elegant are present in one word: graceful. Toss the sticky
notes that don’t make the cut and see what you’re left with after a few

A C T T H E WAY YO U WA N T T O F E E L
Five to ten accomplishments or experiences that will make me feel this
way:
Three things I will do today to generate these feelings:

days.
Set a deadline for yourself. “By Saturday, I’ll be clear on my core
desired feelings and that’s that.” Don’t sweat it. This isn’t a test. You can
change your mind later, have an aha moment, and recalibrate it all when
you wake up.

Three things I will do this week to generate these feelings:

Three things I will do this quarter to generate these feelings:

Three people to collaborate with who help me feel this way:

THE BURNING QUESTIONS

6. What’s chronic, repetitive, or inflamed in your inner or outer life?

W O R K S H E E T
1. When someone at a party asks you what you do, what do you say?

7. What’s always in the back of your mind?

And how do you feel when you say it?

8. What would you like to stop doing?
2. What do people thank you for most often? What do they come to
you for, or say about you, most frequently (positive or negative)?
9. How much money would you like to be making?
3. When do you feel powerful, passionate, free, incredibly useful,
excitied, inspired?

10. How would you like to be seen, recognized, acknowledged,
swarded, praised?

4. What do you think your form of genius is? What are you amazing at
(work or life-related)?

11. So . . . what would you like to do with your life and career? (Money
is no object. Dream.)

5. Who do you think is really cool or elegant or powerful?

The
past
is
The past is
never
as
never as
relevant
as
we
relevant as we
tend
to
think
tend to think
it it
isis
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PURGE THE PAST URGE
W O RPURGE
K S H ETHE
E T PAST URGE
W O R K S H E E T

Failure: it sucked hard; didn’t work; tanked; was rather regrettable;
most definitely rough; painful; oops; bad move; agony; lost; reputation
it sucked
hard; didn’t work; tanked; was rather regrettable;
damaged;Failure:
tough times;
ouch.
mostlearn;
definitely
painful;
oops;
move; agony;
Lesson: live and
maderough;
you better;
much
to bad
be grateful
for if lost; reputation
damaged;
tough
times; ouch.
you really think
about it;
something
to laugh about once you get far
Lesson:
and learn;
you better;
much
to be grateful for if
enough away
from live
it; strength
andmade
character
building;
consciousness
you education
really thinkyou
about
it; something
laugh
once you get far
raising; karma;
didn’t
have to paytofor;
life,about
experienced.
enough away from it; strength and character building; consciousness
raising;PAST
karma;FAILURES,
education you MISTAKES,
didn’t have to pay for; life, experienced.
WHAT ARE YOUR
HURTS, TANKS? GET THEM OUT OF YOUR SYSTEM.
WHAT ARE YOUR PAST FAILURES, MISTAKES,
HURTS,
TANKS?
GET
THEM OUT
OF YOUR
SYSTEM.
1. Think about
your three
favorite
screwups.
By “favorite,”
I mean
the
biggest doozers. They were such fiascos that you just gotta love ’em.
1. Think
about
your three
favorite
screwups.
“favorite,”
Can’t come
around
to reliving
your F-ups
quite
yet? ThenBy
just
pick the I mean the
biggest
doozers.
They were such fiascos that you just gotta love ’em.
first screwups
that come
to mind.
Can’t come around to reliving your F-ups quite yet? Then just pick the
firstlearn?
screwups
that come
mind.
2. What did you
Cynicism
won’ttoget
you very far here. Truthfully
and philosophically ask yourself what you learned. What were your
2. What
didthey
youweren’t
learn? before?
Cynicism
won’t
get
you
verystronger
far here. Truthfully
eyes opened
to that
How
were
you
made
and philosophically ask yourself what you learned. What were your
by the experience?
eyes opened to that they weren’t before? How were you made stronger
by athe
experience?
3. Can you see
pattern
in the lessons you learned? Annoyingly, this
is also referred to as “repeating lessons.” Humans can’t seem to avoid
3. Can
see a pattern
in once.
the lessons
you learned? Annoyingly, this
making the
sameyou
mistakes
more than
Bless us.
is also referred to as “repeating lessons.” Humans can’t seem to avoid
making the same mistakes more than once. Bless us.
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you really think about it; something to laugh about once you get far
PURGE
THE PAST URGE
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WHAT
YOUR
PAST
FAILURES,
2. WhatARE
did you
learn?
Cynicism
won’t get MISTAKES,
you very far here. Truthfully
HURTS,
TANKS?
GET
THEM
OUT
OF
and philosophically ask yourself what you YOUR
learned.SYSTEM.
What were your

4. How did what you learned change the way you approach things?
It’s only a lesson if it shifted your perspective or the way that you

eyes opened to that they weren’t before? How were you made stronger

behave.

1. Think
your three favorite screwups. By “favorite,” I mean the
by the about
experience?
biggest doozers. They were such fiascos that you just gotta love ’em.

Things you could do when you’re done the purge:

come
to reliving
F-ups
quite
yet? Then
just pick this
the
3. Can’t
Can you
seearound
a pattern
in theyour
lessons
you
learned?
Annoyingly,

Write HA-HA-HA-HA-HA-HA-HA! in big letters across your page. Tear

first
screwups
to mind.
is also
referredthat
to ascome
“repeating
lessons.” Humans can’t seem to avoid

it up into teeny-tiny pieces. Burn it! Start a fire with it! Mail it to yourself

making the same mistakes more than once. Bless us.

with a love letter extolling all of your many virtues.

2. What did you learn? Cynicism won’t get you very far here. Truthfully
and philosophically ask yourself what you learned. What were your

4. How did what you learned change the way you approach things?

eyes opened to that they weren’t before? How were you made stronger

It’s only a lesson if it shifted your perspective or the way that you

by the experience?

behave.
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3. Can you see a pattern in the lessons you learned? Annoyingly, this

Things you could do when you’re done the purge:

is also referred to as “repeating lessons.” Humans can’t seem to avoid

Write HA-HA-HA-HA-HA-HA-HA! in big letters across your page. Tear

making the same mistakes more than once. Bless us.

it up into teeny-tiny pieces. Burn it! Start a fire with it! Mail it to yourself
with a love letter extolling all of your many virtues.
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GLORY BOARDING
W O R K S H E E T

VISION PROMPTING

What are your victories + accomplishments? Sing your praises. If you’re

W O R K S H E E T

feeling too shy to blow your own horn, answer like your BFF or the person

What are your dreams?

who loves you most would answer. Go back as far in your life as you need
to for evidence of greatness. This is your résumé of wonder. You:
Inspired:
Launched:
Earned:
Graduated:
Wrote:
Produced:
Raised:

For each dream, finish this thought: I want this because . . .

Wrangled:
Traveled:

Repeat the thought until you feel like you’ve hit on the heart

Motivated:

of the matter.

Sold:
Bought:

Which dreams make you flush with excitement of be still with peace?

Gave:
Made:
Won:
Organized:
Transformed:

What if none of these dreams is close to your heart?

Discovered:
Keep going. What else have you done, been, or created?
When you’re done creating your glory board: Post it where you can
see it. Read it before bed and then pay close attention to your dreams.
Rewrite your bio. Burn it! Set it free! There’s more where that came from.
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Are you going to let any of these dreams go?

DREAM ANALYSIS
W O R K S H E E T

Who will you share your dream with?

Pick one dream and explore . . .
Three reasons why your dream is unreasonable or the odds are
stacked against you.

Who already knows about your dream?

Which dreams will you choose to realize?

Three ultraoptimistic and positively affirmative thoughts that instantly
dissolve the bad vibes associated with the so-called unreasonable
nature of your dream.

Three persuasive, potentially outrageous actions that will create
forward traction.

Why are you afraid of getting fired? “Because I’d be humiliated.”

DECONSTRUCTING FEAR
W O R K S H E E T

DECONSTRUCTING FEAR

If you bring forth what is within you, what you bring forth will save

W O R K S H E E T

you. If you do not bring forth what is within you, what you do not
bring forth will destroy you.
If you bring forth what is within you, what you bring forth will save

—Saint Thomas

you. If you do not bring forth what is within you, what you do not
bring forth will destroy you.

Why are you afraid of getting fired? “Because I’d have to tell my father.”
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Why are you afraid of getting fired? “Because competition in my in-
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dustry is tough.”
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relief? Lunch with your best friend, a visit to church, a call with your mastermind group, a few laps in the pool, silence?
Make a list of your soul vitamins so you can mentally, or literally, refer
to it when the going gets rougher than tough.
When I do the following, I am guaranteed to feel close to
100 percent improved, lighter, and focused:
When I do the following, I will likely feel a sense of relief
or improvement:

COMFORT ZONING

As for downing a carton of cookie dough ice cream, drunk dialing
your former flame, sneaking a smoke in the airplane bathroom, watching

W O R K S H E E T

Gene Simmons Family Jewels reruns instead of going to yoga class, and

The thing about being afraid or in crisis mode is that we can get so spun

place.

all manners of vengeful vandalism . . . let’s put that “comfort list” in its

COMFORT
ZONING
your bridge over troubled water? Who ya gonna call? How do you spell

Even though I think that doing the following things will bring me

out that we forget where the emergency exit or the rip cord is. Where’s

relief and comfort, they actually aren’t helpful at all:

relief? Lunch with your best friend, a visit to church, a call with your mas-

W O R K S H E E T
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TheMake
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whenwethe
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I am guaranteed
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100group,
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lighter,
focused:
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156 Make a list of your soul vitamins so you can mentally, or literally, refer
to itWhen
whenI the
going
gets rougher
tough.
do the
following,
I willthan
likely
feel a sense of relief
or improvement:
When I do the following, I am guaranteed to feel close to
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Gene Simmons Family Jewels reruns instead of going to yoga class, and
all manners of vengeful vandalism . . . let’s put that “comfort list” in its
place.
Even though I think that doing the following things will bring me
relief and comfort, they actually aren’t helpful at all:
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THE STOP-DOING LIST
W O R K S H E E T

WHAT BUSINESS ARE
YOU REALLY IN?

Look back on your year and get very clear about what sucked. What

W O R K S H E E T

didn’t work, got mired in resentment, felt onerous, weighed you deadly
down?

What would someone pay you $100/hour to tell/teach/inform them
about?

What are you repeatedly telling/showing/explaining to your clients?
All of the above activities serve only to make you busier, or put you out

What do they want more of from you? What are they always asking for?

of the zone of your true strengths.

What will you stop doing? Effective immediately?

What do you know about? What’s your knowledge base? What do you
know that other people don’t?

How does your service/offering/product make people feel? What
problem does it solve, or what state does it create?

What’s your message? (Everyone has a message.)
What do you stand for?

THE ALL-ABOUT-YOU
INTERVIEW
W O R K S H E E T

What is the vehicle for your knowledge?

Arm the best-known listener in your life, a professional copywriter, or
your very own talented self with these prompts for storytelling and
philosophical insight.
1. What do you know to be true, unquestionably beyond doubt, certain

Who wants what you’ve got? (The answer to this is very rarely
“everyone.” There are two ways to approach this: values + lifestyle, and

with every cell of your being, completely, passionately, righteously
certain?

“types” of people.)

2. What was the dumbest thing that you used to believe it? What
Who needs what you’ve got? (Even though they many not know it yet.)

changed your mind?

3. What do you know the most about?

4. Why do you do what you do?

9. Finish this sentence: “It’s a good day when . . . “

5. One word: breakthrough. What comes to mind?

10. When was the last time you thought, “Yes! That person has so got it
going on!”?

6. What has been one of your most memorable experiences in your
career?

7. What global policy, credo, practive, or law would you like to decree?

11. What question in your life has had the biggest impact on you?

12. What are you postively addicted to? (Psych 101 defines positive
addiction as “a healthy high that makes you stronger.” As long as
the craving for it doesn’t take you over, then it’s, like, totally cool.)

8. What exerience tested your mettle but made you a better person?
13. What’s the best advice you were ever given in terms of business?

12.

What are you positively addicted to? (Psych 101 defines positive
addiction as “a healthy high that makes you stronger.” As long as
the craving for it doesn’t take you over, then it’s, like, totally cool.)

14. What’s the 13.
mostWhat’s
common
advice
that
you
giveever
to your
thelife
best
advice
you
were
givenfriends?
in terms of business?

THE ASK-A-FRIEND SURVEY
W O R K S H E E T

14.

What’s the most common life advice that you give to your friends?

15.

What’s the first thing that comes to mind when you hear the word

Oh would some power the gift give us,

devotion?

to see ourselves as others see us!

16.

What are you most interested in?

—Robert Burns

15. What’s the 17.
first thing
to mind grateful
when you
hear the word
Whatthat
are comes
your incredibly
for?
devotion? 18. What’s your form of service to the world?

Asking someone who cares about you how they actually perceive you
is courageous. It’s the kind of vulnerability that could crack you open.
Sometimes another perspective can create a quantum leap for us. So take
a deep breath and just ask.

16. What are you most interested in?

The prerequisite is this: Send these questions (or make up your own)
only to someone whom you respect, who makes you feel more like yourself, and who actively adores you. This isn’t about being critiqued or
toughened up. The purpose of this exercise is to see yourself more clearly
so that you can rise to your own fullness.

17. What are you incredibly grateful for?

Dear Friend,
I’m taking a leap. Reaching out. Trolling for insights, reflections, and
objectivity . . . from you so that I can see myself more clearly.

18. What’s your form of service to the world?

1. What do you think is my greatest strength?
2. How would you describe my style of living?
3. What do you think I should let go of?
4. When do you feel that I am at my best?
5. What do you wish I were less of, for my sake?
6. When have you seen me really shine?
7. What do you think I could give myself more credit for
or celebrate more?
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A PERFECT
TWELVE
A PERFECT
TWELVE
W O R K S H E E T
W O R K S H E E T
In Esther and Jerry Hicks’s book Ask and It Is Given, Abraham Hicks sugIn Esther and Jerry Hicks’s book Ask and It Is Given, Abraham Hicks suggests a beautiful exercise whereby you envision your ideal twelve hours.
gests a beautiful exercise whereby you envision your ideal twelve hours.
I’d like to add a twist to that: Envision an ideal “Home Day” (a slightly
I’d like to add a twist to that: Envision an ideal “Home Day” (a slightly
more down- to- earth scenario) and an ideal “Away Day” (a more fantastical
more down- to- earth scenario) and an ideal “Away Day” (a more fantastical
scenario). It’s important to imagine both a doable day and a fantastical
scenario). It’s important to imagine both a doable day and a fantastical
day because we want to create images that feel resonant and reachable,
day because we want to create images that feel resonant and reachable,
and loosen up some bigger possibility thinking.
and loosen up some bigger possibility thinking.

A W AY D AY P E R F E C T I O N
A W AY D AY P E R F E C T I O N
In an extravagant or time-bending day, where would you be, what would
In an extravagant or time-bending day, where would you be, what would
you be doing, whom would you be with, what would you be eating, how
you be doing, whom would you be with, what would you be eating, how
would you be earning, helping, creating, living, loving in a span of twelve
would you be earning, helping, creating, living, loving in a span of twelve
hours?
hours?

The whole point of this exercise is to actually create those ideal twelve
The whole point of this exercise is to actually create those ideal twelve
hours— or as close to it, even if it’s just fifteen minutes, as frequently as
hours— or as close to it, even if it’s just fifteen minutes, as frequently as
possible until that idealism is the fabric of your everyday reality and lifepossible until that idealism is the fabric of your everyday reality and lifestyle. Day to day makes up a lifetime.
style. Day to day makes up a lifetime.

H O M E D AY P E R F E C T I O N
H O M E D AY P E R F E C T I O N
Keep your vision within the confines of space and time. Let your imagiKeep your vision within the confines of space and time. Let your imagination and idealism unfurl, but save grossly impractical things like, “I
nation and idealism unfurl, but save grossly impractical things like, “I
wake up in Athens, lunch in Manhattan, and smoke a bedtime hookah in
wake up in Athens, lunch in Manhattan, and smoke a bedtime hookah in
Rajasthan,” for your Away Day fantasy.
Rajasthan,” for your Away Day fantasy.
In everyday life, where would you be, what would you be doing, who
In everyday life, where would you be, what would you be doing, who
would you be with, what would you be eating, how would you be earning,
would you be with, what would you be eating, how would you be earning,
helping, creating, living, loving in a span of twelve hours? Walk through
helping, creating, living, loving in a span of twelve hours? Walk through
everything that would go into the waking hours of blissdom for you.
everything that would go into the waking hours of blissdom for you.
Focus on ideal. If bliss would be “I’m working in my jammies from
Focus on ideal. If bliss would be “I’m working in my jammies from
home,” and presently you’re commuting three hours to the office, write it
home,” and presently you’re commuting three hours to the office, write it
down anyway.
down anyway.
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Rikia declined to invest in one of my companies because she thought
it was the kind of business that should “grow organically . . . one

W O R K S H E E T

step leading to the next. Your work needs to build on itself.” Those
words would echo in my mind when my joint venture all fell apart.
And when I started my biggest solo enterprise ever with a core
strategy: Go organic.

QUICK HABIT ANALYSIS
What do you love spending money on?
What do you wildly resent paying for?
What do you consider luxurious?
When, where, and how are you cheap?

Follow the money.

When, where, and how are you generous?

—Plenty of people
Old business guys love to throw this adage out. It’s so true. If you
FREELY ASSOCIATING
can find out who’s making the most money and how, you will solve
WITH MONEY
multiple mysteries of motivation.

R A I S E Y O U R FA N TA S Y F R E Q U E N C Y
What’s your most common money fantasy? Do you see yourself winning the lottery, getting a big raise, marrying into money, having a top

W O R K S H E E T

seller, watching your stocks go through the roof, getting a new car at fac-

Q U I C K H A B I T A N A LY S I S

be your next-best fantasy? If that didn’t come through, then what would

What do you love spending money on?

tory prices? If your number one fantasy didn’t come true, then what would
be ideal? And if that didn’t happen, then what would be a great way to
have money come into your life? And so on.
The point of this exercise is to imagine as many different ways as
possible that money can enter into your life. Awaken part of your money
memories that might be dormant, and consider that money is everywhere.

What do you wildly resent paying for?
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What do you consider luxurious?

When, where, and how are you cheap?
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GET EMOTIONAL ABOUT
MONEY

When you go grocery shopping?

GET EMOTIONAL ABOUT
MONEY

STEP 1

When you shop for gifts?

STEP 1

Answer the following questions as honestly as you can.
How do you feel:

Answer the following questions as honestly as you can.
How do you feel:

When you shop for clothes?

About your debt?

About your debt?
About your income?
About your savings and assets?
When
you shop for decor, art, or collectibles.

About your income?

About anyone who owes you money?

When you pay for experiences and outings?
When you go grocery shopping?
When you shop for gifts?

About your savings and assets?

When you shop for clothes?
When you shop for decor, art, or collectibles?

STEP 2

About anyone who owes you money?

Identify what pure positivity with money would feel like.
If you have negative feelings that showed up in some of the above
answers, think of the positive feelings that counter those. For example,

When you pay for experiences and outings?

if how you feel about your debt is heavy, burdened, or resentful, perhaps
the positive contrast would be promising, empowered, and grateful.
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STEP 3

SIZING UP SIMPATICO

Choose just one positive money emotion—the one that feels the most

W O R K S H E E T

vital and exciting to you— and think of one action you can take in each of
the money areas below that will help you feel that way:

PA R - A - D I G M ( N O U N )

How you spend money
How you save money

1.

How you give money

a set of assumptions, concepts, values, and practices
that constitutes a way of viewing reality

How you receive money
How you manage money
For example, if the feeling you want the most around money is grati-

Y O U R W O R L D V I E W.
I N S H O R T.

tude, what can you do when spending your money to feel grateful? Is it
keeping a gratitude journal for the things you buy, or being extrapolite to

Here’s what we’re going for: a pithy summation of your life philoso-

sales clerks, or saying a quiet “thanks for the ability to pay my bills,” when

phy. Write a short poem that says it all. Say it in iambic pentameter, in

you’re writing a check to the electric company? Say your most positive

140 characters or less, or fashion it as a campaign statement. Shake

feeling is security. What can you do in regard to how you manage your

out the most meaningful words with these questions and then hone your

money to feel that way? Create monthly cash flow projections, join an

declaration.

investment group, write your will, start a new savings account? There are
unlimited ways to create the positive feelings you want in every interaction you have with money.
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SUPPORT TEAM INVENTORY

I think that most people are:
I believe that life is:

W O R K S H E E T

I hold the opinion that:

Which of these four experts could help you take your life to the next level? Which
I’m the kind of person who:

experts would you have to pay for? Which ones could you take a class from,
read their work, watch their videos, or ask out for coffee? Which expert types

I relate to people who are:

are already in your life in the form of friends, colleagues, family? How can you
formalize those expert exchanges? Who will you make strides to connect with?

I love people who:

MOTIVATION
+ STRATEGY

People who think that ____________ make me ____________.
My evil twin would be very:
I have faith that:
I see my work as a means to:
What I value most in myself is:

WELLNESS
+ IMAGE

Business coach

Healer/doctor

Life coach

Intuitive

Partnership coach

Nutritionist

Money coach

Astrologer

Voice coach

Naturopath

Therapist

Massage therapist

Spiritual adviser

Personal trainer

Mentor

Fitness instructor
Child care provider

What I value most in other people is:

Interior decorator
Stylist (clothing)

I cherish working with people who:

Hairstylist
Personal shopper
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SYSTEMS
+ CREATIVE

FUTURE GRATITUDE

REPRESENTATION
Talent agent

Financial planner

Literary agent

Investment adviser

Speaking agent

Accountant

Publicist

Bookkeeper

Publisher

W O R K S H E E T

You are in the perfect position to get there from here.

Graphic designer
Web designer

—Abraham-Hicks

Search engine
optimization adviser

Next month, next year, or five to twenty years down the road, what

Lawyer

or who will you be valuing? Why will you be filled with appreciation?

Trademark agent

Be practical or big dream-a-delic. For example: “It’s one year

Virtual assistant

from today and I am so grateful that I own this new home with great

Personal organizer

light. It’s my birthday and I am rocking out in Buenos Aires. Next

Marketing strategist

week, I’m going to be totally thankful that my dad and I had that

Branding strategist

talk. My health is excellent and the love of my life is by my side. It’s

Copywriter

2020 and my phone is ringing off the hook after winning the Nobel

Ghostwriter

Peace Prize (finally!).”

Editor
Handyman
House boy/chick who feeds

What will you be immensely grateful for?

you grapes while you’re
checking your email
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THE FIRE STARTER SESSIONS is the permission slip you’ve
been waiting for—to fully want what you want and go for it, to
expand your consciousness and your cash flow, to up the ante on
your dreams, to be incredibly generous with your love.
After these straight-talking sermons and burning questions about
your truest desires—from career to relationships—you’ll be clear
that the only permission you need to shine…is your own.
TheFireStarterSessions.com

“

“

A mesmerizing blend of
soul, smarts and grit, The
Fire Starter Sessions is a
revelation.”

Danielle’s passion leaps
off the page this book will
ignite you into action.”

Jonathan Fields

The Happiness Project

Uncertainty

“

...She has the knowledge
you need to succeed. Lean
in and listen close. What
she has to say is what our
spirits need to hear.”

Gretchen Rubin

Martha Beck

Steering By Starlight

READ
ABOUT
IT!

CLICK HERE TO ORDER

SCRIPT YOUR SUCCESS. STOKE YOUR CREATIVITY.

YOUR BIG BEAUTIFUL BOOK PLAN is a digital program for
people who want to get their word into the world—where it belongs.

DANIELLE

LINDA

LA PORTE + SIVERTSEN

“

Book proposals are to books as business plans are to businesses:
essential. A book is always more than just a book. Much more. Writing
a book could direct the course of your career for the rest of your life. It
could lead to infinitely important connections, multiple revenue streams,
spin off products, international relations. It could send more business your
way. It could pay for a trip to Tahiti or just pay the rent. It could change one
person’s life for the better. It could start a revolution. You need a plan.

If you’ve been putting off the
writing the book you know you
should be writing, this is the kick in
the pants you’ve been waiting for.”

Adam Baker

Creator, ManVsDebt.com

“

YBBBP blows away all of our preconceived ideas of what it means to
be an author. It is not just a how-to
book manual, it’s a manifesto + live
action heroes + real examples…”

Dyana Valentine

Instigator Emcee + Functional Muse

.COM

Danielle LaPorte

ORDER
NOW!
YourBigBeautifulBookPlan.com

You can subscribe to . . . me. And you’ll get
The Strategy of Desire Worksheet from my book,
The Fire Starter Sessions, and either weekly, monthly
or daily sermons on love, life, cash, soul. You choose.

